Welcome to Lucius' Farm!

Salve! Ego Lucius sum.

Hello! I am Lucius.

Today, Lucius is going to teach us the Latin names for the animals we find on his farm.

Did you know the Latin word for farm is fundus?

Are you ready to learn?
Sheep

The Latin word for sheep is O V I S

Say it aloud ‘oh - wiss’

Pig

The Latin word for pig is P O R C U S

Say it aloud:

“pork – us”
Horse
The Latin word for horse is E Q U U S

Say it aloud: "ek - wos"

Dog
The Latin word for dog is C A N I S

Say it aloud: “can - is”
Wolf
The Latin word for wolf is LUPUS
Say it aloud: “loop – us”

Fox
The Latin word for fox is V U L P E S
Say it aloud: “wool – pays”
**Chicken**

The Latin word for chicken is **P U L L U S**

Say it aloud:
“pull – us”

---

**Cockerel**

The Latin word for cockerel is **G A L L U S**

Say it aloud:
“gall – us”
Cow
The Latin word for cow is V A C C A

Say it aloud: “wah - kah”
Thank you, Lucius! Now it's time to move on to the activity to find out how many Latin names for animals you remember!
Helper’s notes

• Make sure the learner can identify each animal in English.
• Try pronouncing the Latin.
• After the learner has read through the list, cover the pictures first, and then the words, to check that they can recall each animal name in Latin.